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AXOOM Company Profile

AXOOM GmbH, headquartered in the technology region of Karlsruhe, was
founded in 2015 as a subsidiary of the TRUMPF Group. The company
employs around 100 people who see themselves as passionate shapers
of the Industrial Internet of Things. With the AXOOM platform, they are
developing an open operating system for the industry, which pools data
from machines and provides apps for the optimal operation of these
machines and the entire value chain.
For the benefit of the AXOOM ecosystem: Thanks to AXOOM technology,
machine builders can offer smart machines and develop digital business
models. Manufacturing companies are experiencing new dimensions of
transparency and productivity. App and distribution partners benefit from
the marketplace potential of the platform. The experts at AXOOM with
their software and mechanical engineering know-how support this eco
system: They quickly link every machine to the platform, develop individual
strategies for digital transformation and thus make AXOOM the initiator
and partner of integrated Industry 4.0 solutions.

AXOOM is …

……a strategic spin-off of TRUMPF GmbH + Co. KG
……a medium-sized software company with a focus
on mechanical engineering

……a platform provider focusing on Industry 4.0
solutions and value adding networking.
AXOOM is unique for its …

……fast, secure machine connectivity,
……innovative strategy and process consulting,
……roots in mechanical engineering.

AXOOM is developing an IoT platform that …
……hosts and pools machine data,
……offers a cloud infrastructure for digital services,
……provides apps for optimizing manufacturing,
……serves as an offer base for smart factory solutions
and new business models,
……makes its customers stronger through network effects.

AXOOM’s products and services are aimed especially at machine
builders. For them, AXOOM offers added value in many areas:

>> a competitive advantage thanks to machines with a secure
connection to the cloud

>> new web-based service business models
>> better products and processes thanks to insight into field data
>> satisfied customers, who profit from AXOOM:
>> transparency across the shop floor and machines
>> higher utilization, lower production costs
>> less downtime thanks to preventive maintenance
>> improvements to the quality and supplier reliability
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Unique Smart Package:
Strategy + Connectivity + Transparency + Ecosystem
= AXOOM
AXOOM offers a unique Industry 4.0 package:
Strategies for digital transformation, fast and secure machine
connectivity, transparency thanks to the dashboards of
AXOOM IoT Management and continuous development within
the AXOOM ecosystem – all under one roof.
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